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ABSTRACT 

md is a valuable asset and also a valuable factor of production in modern era of economy. In many parts of 

e world land is a limited resource. In most countries, custodianship and ownership ofland and landed prop

ties tend to be generally guarded through meticulous capturing, recording and storage of appropriate data 

d information. Conveyancing is the method by which land is transferred from one person to another. "D1e 

nveyancing process is usually commenced by the signing of a sale agreement for the purchase ofland by the 

rties. The agreement must be in writing and duly signed by both parties (the Vendor and Purchaser). It is 

visable to retain an Attorney from the beginning to prepare or vet the agreement and in the normal course 

: Purchaser's Attorney will be responsible for checldng and approving the title to the property and preparing 

· final document which is called the conveyance. The most important aspect of the work by the Attorney 

npleting the transfer is to make sure the Vendor has good title, and in order to ascertain this, he/she must 

tduct a title search. The way in which the search is conducted is determined by the manner in which the 

i is held or registered. A legislative provision for the transfer of custodianship and/or ownership requires 

involvement of different role players in the conveyancing processes that culminate in the registration of 

i and associated immovable property. In some countries, the conveyancing processes tend to be complex 

cumbersome. Tims the proposition in this paper is that complex and cumbersome conveyancing pro

es and systems affect business activities that often involve the acquisition and/or transfer of custodianship 

'wnership rights to land and immovable property. This paper critically analyzes the legal frameworks on 

reyancing processes ofland. 

vi. 



CHAPTER ONE 

0 Introduction 

onveyancing is the legal transfer of property from one owner to another . 1 Ownership is mostly in the form 

·a real right, although limited real rights may also exist in the form of servitudes or other rights in property, 

~· a creditor's right against the owner or registered leases. 2 From a pedagogical viewpoint, conveyance in

,]ves business processes traditionally designed to transfer land and or associated landed property from one 

mer to another. In civil society and in general, ownership is defined in terms oflegal right hence conveyance 

perceived as a legal convention. The reality is that the actual transactions and activities that result in the 

msfer of ownership are derived from specialized business processes of the various private firms and public 

;ncies (role players) that are involved in conveyance. Processes exist regardless of the functional structure 

the organization. Processes may also encompass sub-processes that may be endogenous (i.e. internal within 

organization) or exogenous (i.e. linking to processes in other organizations). The first study is to analyze a 

>cess end-to-end so as to understand the interrelationships and value potential in conveyancing. 

1e purpose of this paper is to critically analyze of the legal framework on conveyancing of land. 

Background 

, modern era of globalization and a knowledge economy features very high levels of competition, thus in-

•ative processes that improve business efficiencies (for example, reduce costs concurrently with increasing 

;nues) rapidly prevail. Conveyance processes broadly include: Valuation of property (e.g. by actuarial scien-

;, quantity surveyors, real estate agents, etc), Financing activities (e.g., by banks, financial institutions, etc.), 

1tracts (e.g., by attorneys, notaries, and conveyances), statutory registration (e.g., by municipal and local 

~rnment agencies, internal revenue services, etc.) and of course custodians and owners (sellers and buyers). 

above implies that conveyance processes involve the various types of business organizations identified (in 

:ntheses above) as role players. Acknowledging that conveyance processes link different role players, many 

1tries have 

:loped systems (either manual or electronic) for capturing, recording, transfer and storage of property re-

l data and information arising out of the transactions and interactions between the activities of the respec

Jusiness organizations involved. Inefficiencies within respective role player sub processes can readily make 

onveyance processes cumbersome by creating bottlenecks and further complicate the processing times of 

:SLaw Dictionary (7th ed. 1999) 
der Watt, A]. andPenaar, G./., (1999). Introduction to the Law of Property. 3rd Ed., Kemvyn:/uta& Co Ltd 
D. and mvomn.j{201U) operational process management in the finoncird services industry. Dol: 10.4018/978-160566-669-3ch023. 
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1e interlinking manual or electronic systems . 

. 2 The Constitutional and legal framework 

lganda is a former British colony and the English legal system remains influential. Since achieving indepen

ence, Uganda has adopted three constitutions: the 1962 constitution, the 1967 constitution, and the 1995 

:onstitution, which remains in force. The 1995 Constitution provides for an elected President and Parliament, 

n independent judiciary and a legal system based on English common law and Ugandan customary law. 'The 

ighest court in Uganda is the Supreme Court, followed by the Court of Appeal (which also functions as the 

:onstitutional Court for cases of first instance involving constitutional issues), the High Court, the Chief 

fagistrate's Court, and local council (LC) level3 (sub-county) courts, LC level2 (parish) courts, and LC level 

(village) courts. The judiciary is headed by the Chief)ustice and deputized by the Deputy Chief)ustice. 'The 

resident of Uganda nominates, for the approval of Parliament, members of the judicial Service Commission, 

hich makes recommendations on appointments to the High Court, the Court of Appeal, and the Supreme 

ourt. A minimum of six justices may sit on the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeal or Constitutional 

ourt. In addition there are a few specialized courts that deal with industrial and other matters. There are also 

md Tribunals, which are discussed in greater details below. At the lowest level are three classes of courts pre

ded over by magistrates. These LC courts have authority to settle civil disputes, including land ownership and 

qment of debts, and criminal cases involving children. They often settle cases by mediation. The LC courts 

tould not hear criminal cases including murder and rape. TI1e decisions of LC courts can be appealed to m<\g-

trates' courts and beyond through the rest of the Ugandan court system.6 

3 Statement of problem 

1e presence of existing system while automating seems particularly evident in most conveyance processes, 

eluding the Uganda conveyance processes. Each type of role player involved in the conveyance processes 

engineered their own internal sub processes. More often than not, the reengineering is not undertaken in 

mjunction with other stakeholders, thus increasing the complexity of the conveyance processes and the full 

.pply chain. From a customer viewpoint (i.e. buyers and sellers), on-time and turnaround times are measured 

ross all the sub processes that result in the successful transfer and registration of custodianship or ownership. 

~a! value is added by removing unnecessary activities and aligning the entire chain of conveyance processes. 

1is may be easier said than done because it could imply that some of the various types of organizations would 

·end a Mahoro Uganda's Legal System and Legal Sector, Global ex, August 2006 
Jr def(lils see, 'Jhe jurist, Uganda, Uganda law, legal research, human rights, 
p:l /j u rist.l aw. pitted u!world 
Jidelines for Loc!CniriciCourts ;n thuesolutionnfland disputes, Ministry ojWate1; Lands and environment june 2005 
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teed to align certain aspects of their corporate goals and strategies with the reengineering effort. Extrapolating 

rom Malerba 7 point of view, sectoral innovation may not be as far-fetched for the role players to work together 

o remove bottle necks that adversely influence the conveyance processes . 

.4 Objectives 

he objective of the study is to critically analyze the legal framework on conveyance ofland . 

. 5 Justification 

ransfer ofland from one person to another must be effectively done to avoid controversies. This research aims 

t providing empirical evidence from Uganda where the process ofland conveyancing is been done and hence 

ttends to contribute to clarifying the debate that surrounds land conveyance. Land is a very important asset 

f urban and rural inhabitants since majority derive their source of livelihood from it. Access and security of 

rch a valuable asset are important to them, and any government that practices democracy should promote 

'curity of land ownership of his people. 'I11is research helps to bring to the limelight the critical analysis or 
mveyance of land. 

6 Research questions 

How is sales agreement completed and signed? 

CJ:ow is original title deed supplied? 

'low is payment of purchase prices done? 

'low is investigation of title done by conveyancers? 

7 Literature review 

1 operation is composed of processes designed to add value by transforming inputs into outputs. 8 Davenport 

!efines processes as a structured and measured set of activities designed to produce specific outputs for a par-

ular consumer or market. Organizations pay particular attention to the design and management of their in-

·nal processes with successful practices becoming part of the business processes. Lampert, Stock and Ellram 

Jposed that all firms within a supply chain must overcome their own functional silos and adopt a process 

Jroach in order to successfully implement supply chain management. We are therefore in agreement with 

mmer and Champy who viewed processes as sets of activities with the logical internal/external relationship 

tt they result in a product or service demanded by a customer. 

!erba, F. (2002). Sectoral of systems of innovation and production. Research policy, 31 (2), 247-264. 
!erba, F. (2002). Sectoral of systems of innovation and production. Research policy, 31 (2), 247-264. 
;enport, T. H, (1993). Process lnnovaton, Peengineering Work through information Technology, Boston, MA:Havard Business School Press. 
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lbe process therefore starts and ends with the customer chain management. Champy introduced the concept 

lf reengineering as a fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramat

c improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, quality, productivity and 

:ompetitiveness. Instead of redesigning, some organizations merely computerize the manual processes and 

1ence continue to follow the original logic, thus gaining no real improvement. 10An important redesign would 

nvolve the substitution of sequential activities with simultaneous activities in order to reduce the turnaround 

ime in processes . 

.. 7.1 Review of conveyancing processes in three case study countries 

:he conveyance processes in Barbados, Netherlands, Australia, Taiwan and South Africa. 

;ome of the case study countries demonstrate conveyance processes which can be regarded 

s innovative with regard to land administration and transfer . 

. 7.2 The conveyance processes in Barbados 

It seems that landed property in Barbados largely exists in unregistered system of titles, although there are 

ome districts where titles have been registered. This follows from direct telephonic interview with Hathira-

1ani and Savitri. They indicate that it would be advisable to use a local attorney-at-law when purchasing real 

state in Barbados, so that the title can be properly investigated and other requirements properly dealt with. 

'ribal areas in Barbados present challenges, especially where land has been distributed in terms of family ar-

angements, which in fact are still regarded as communal properties. In terms of title registration, Barbados 

eems to have successfully migrated from an entirely manual system to a partly computerized conveyancing 

ystem. 11the land administration system in Barbados is designed to a large extent for middle and upper income 

roups. The rising problem of squatting (occupation of land without the express permission and without the 

ompletion of any formal application to acquire rights), together with large unregistered areas, makes Barba-

os an interesting case study. 

here are currently two systems of recording or registration of landed property in Barbados. These are the 

:ommon -law system" and the "registration system': Under the common law system, a title must be traced 

:om owner to owner as far back as what is called "a good root of title" (usually a conveyance) which has to be 

t least 20 years old. A seller must be in possession of all the original title deeds from the date of the root to the 

ate of the new transaction. The registration system does not include deeds but rather a simple certificate of 

;uha,s,kettinger, V\~sTeng,I. T.C ( 1993)Business process Reengineering,information systems manageJJieJit ,10:3.13-22 
!! 1 pi! sfrc. ij(ls.ujl. ed u c! ge01 net ri cs!peo p lei fa cu It y I Dr. B ames/ A end en1 i c -CVl inks! Barbados-Rebar t s 98 t I oc 
lames, G., (1998). A Study of land tenure in Barbados. Inter American Development Sank. Retrieved september 26,2011, 
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itle or charge, which contains all the information about the property. Land for which title has been registered, 

disposition is affected by a transfer, lease or other prescribed form in accordance with the relevant legis! a

.on) 12The title is backed by government; this means that Barbados follows a positive system of registration. 

he Land Register typically contains a brief description and plan of the land as well as the existing certificate . 

. 7.3 TI1e conveyancing processes in TI1e Netherlands 

1 The Netherlands, the land registration and the cadastre i.e. a system of maps and diagrams. are combined 

1to one organization. The Civil Code in the Netherlands provides for a closed system of real rights. The Neth-

:·lands operates on a negative system since the 

)Vernment does not guarantee the accuracy of the title register. The Land Register was computerized in 1999 

1d paper documents are scanned on receipt. 

l1e paper pre 1999 was scanned onto a microfilm and may be transferred into a digital format on request. The 

ectronic recording of deeds started in 2005. Electronic copies and an advanced electronic signature are deliv

·ed together. TI1e Registrar maintains a supervisory role and the conveyancer remains responsible for drafting 

1d submitting the deed, as well as signing of the deed on behalf of the seller, buyer and other role players. The 

ansaction is recorded in a national register as opposed to previous duplications in regional registers as well. 

ectronic dispatches are received a day earlier than paper documents and payment can be effected a day earlier 

. the same legal certainty exists as with the paper documents . 13 A key feature of the conveyancing processes 

Netherlands is the significant role of the notary public in linking the other types of role players . 14The Neth

lands makes use of electronic cadastral registers referred to as the Automated Cadastral Registers (AKR). 

aps are kept in a survey and mapping information system (LKI). TI1ese two systems are appropriately inter-

:ed, especially to coordinate updating of the relevant data and information. 15 

7.4 The conveyancing processes in Australia 

:cording to Garoupa the Torrens system introduced in Victoria, South Australia in 1862 is a method of 

:ording and registering land ownership and interests on a single title document. As the land titles register 

ntains all the information of ownership, it is not necessary to prove ownership and other titles by other lou

r documents such as the title deeds. Countries that use the Torrens system include Australia, New Zealand, 

Jand, Malaysia, Singapore, Iran, Canada, Madagascar, England and Wales. The Torrens title system works 

the following three principles: 

he maintenance of a public register of titles and interests on land 

>uwman, W, (2011). £-Conveyancing in the Netherlands. Chief Registrar of the Land register Cadnstreand Mapping Agency Retrieved on Septemha 26~ 
I, fromhttp:/ /www.landregistry.ie/uploCidedfiles/corference2007l/papers/s3pS.pdf 
'est, A., (2012). The South African Land Registmtion System and the future of going electronic. Pretoria. 
mSenmm: 30 Oct. 5 
1/i.ker, W.vcmdermolen,p,andlemmen.c,(2003) Land registmtion cmd Cadastre in the Netherlands mul the role of cadastral and the role bound(lries:17w 
'ication of GPS technology in the survey of the cadestamlboundaries.AwlilClbi/ity http//www.isgi.paly .edu.lzk!staff!sl.II!Vol-5-1/02-Ho/l(ll/d.ptlj 



T11e assurance that, once registered, a title or interest cannot be defeated 

assurance that, once registered, a title or interest cannot be defeated 

8 Methodology 

8.1 Sampling 

1e respondents for this study were purposively sampled for holding a comparative advantage in knowledge 

'out the subject under investigation. Primary qualitative data were collected through interviews, reviews 

,d various publications. The study used a triangulation of qualitative research methods. Literature review on 

nveyance ofland was done. Locally- based project documents were also reviewed. Key informant interviews 

!re conducted with legal officers, government officials, NGO staff and local leaders. The research tools were 

estionnaires and interview guides. 

is discourse is based on a review of available literature on international conveyancing processes and sys

ns, as well as interviews with key stakeholders from a selection of international conveyancing systems. T11e 

rrative responses of the interviewees are summarized in the paper in order to critically analyze the legal 

mework of conveyance ofland. 

· Geographical Scope 

ographically, the study was conducted studying critically the legal framework of conveyancing of land . 

. 1 DataAnalysis 

ing qualitative content analysis, the data was sorted out and all responses categorized, compared and con

;ted to establish the frequencies of the main views. After the compilation, inferences were made based on 

similarities and differences observed in the different findings. 

6 



CHAPTER TWO 

LAND ADMINISTRATION SYSTEMS 

.0 Introduction 

and administration systems are concerned with the social, legal, economic and technical framework within 

hich land managers and administrators must operate . "These systems support efficient land markets and 

·e at the same time concerned with the administration of land as a natural resource to ensure its sustainable 

~ve!opment. 

md administration comprises of an extensive range of systems and processes to administer: 

Land Tenure; The allocation and security of rights in lands the legal surveys to determine the parcel 

mndaries the transfer of property or use from one party to another through sale or lease; and the manage

en! and adjudication of doubts and disputes regarding rights and parcel boundaries. 

Land Value: The assessment of the value ofland and properties the gathering of revenues through tax

ion; and the management and adjudication ofland valuation and taxation disputes. 

Land-Use: The control of land- use through adoption of planning policies and land use regulations at 

tiona!, regional/federal, and local levels; the enforcement ofland-use regulations; and the management and 

judication of! and- use conflicts. 

Land Development: The building of new infrastructure, the implementation of construction planning, 

~change ofland-use through planning permission and granting ofpermils.1hesefour systems are interrelal-

. The actual economic and physical use ofland and properties influences the land value. The land value is also 

luenced by the possible future use ofland as determined through zoning and land- use planning regulations 

:1 permit granting processes. And the land-use planning and policies will, of course, determine and regulate 

'future land development. 17 

The information on land and properties permeates through the overall system and provides the basic 

rastructure for running the systems within the four interrelated areas. The Land Information area should be 

;anized to combine the cadastral and topographic data and thereby linking the built environment (including 

legal land rights) with the natural environment (including environmental and natural resource issues). 

1d information should he organized as a spatial data infrastructure at national. regional/federal and local 

~Is based on relevant policies for data sharing, cost recovery, access to data. Standards. etc. 

' design of adequate systems in the areas of Land Tenure and Land Value should lead to the establishment 

iYECE 1996 
'ECE 1996 
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·an efficient land market. The design of adequate systems in the areas of Land-Use Control and Land Devel

>ment should lead to an effective land use administration. The combination of an efficient land market and 

1 effective land use administration should then form the basis for a sustainable approach to economic, social 

1d environmental sustainability. 

modem land administration system acts within the environment of adopted land policies that fulfill political 

>jectives with regard to land issues. It also acts within an institutional framework that imposes mandates and 

;ponsibilities on the various agencies and organizations. The foundation of any system of social order is the 

11nework of laws, which reflect the Constitution of the country, governs the administrative processes, and 

presses the rights and obligations to the citizen. In the case of land laws relating to land administration, the 

lowing indicates what should be included when drafting and enacting appropriate land laws. 18 

. Land Information Management 

e modem land administration system is concerned with detailed information at the individual land pared 

el. As such it should service the needs of both the individual and the community at large. Benefits arise 

ough its application to e.g. guarantee of 9 ownership and security of tenure and credit; facilitate efficient 

d transfers and land markets; support management of assets; and provide basic information in the process

)[ physical planning, land development and environmental control. This type of system acts as a kind of 

:kbone in society. These ambitious goals will not be achieved unless there is a commitment to designing and 

)lementing effective land administration infrastructures. These may be described as the organizations, stan-

ds, processes, information and dissemination systems and technologies required supporting the allocation, 

1sfer, dealing and use of land. 19 Information technology will play an increasingly important role both in 

structing the necessary infrastructure and in providing effective citizen access to information. Also, there 

st be a total commitment to the maintenance and upgrading of the land administration infrastructure. City 

rernments currently manage considerable collections of land related information. However, the traditional 

u-ation of this information into different component themes. Combined with disjoint information manage

lt regimes, leads to a considerable loss in value of information as resource Comprehensive and Citywide 

d. 

rmation Management (LIM) provides the means to technically and institutionally integrate these compo-

t themes of land information into a truly corporate information resource. 20 In Uganda, efforts to improve 

velopedfrom UN-ECE 1998 
'lFlG,l999 
'IUN-HAB1T,2002 8 



nd information management and land administration systems have been on for a long time. Some of the 

•.rliest studies such as Greenwood (1990) and Larsson (1990) made recommendations, some of which specifi

.lly focused on addressing problems ofland information handling. Other studies undertaken later on such as 

vede survey (1996) and Computer Supplies Ltd (1996) merely echoed the recommendations of the previous 

1dies. As more studies and interventions gained momentum in the land sector, the government of Uganda 

:cided to formulate a policy that would guide land management and land administration interventions and 

tions. 

deed, the Land Sector Strategic Plan (LSSP) of Uganda 200!-2011 was formulated by the government to help 

ide in the utilization of Uganda's Land Resources for Sustainable Development. Its Strategic objective num

r 4, which is considered to be the most relevant for land information management, is to increase availability, 

;essibility, affordability, and use ofland information for planning and implementing development programs. 

te of the strategies to achieve the objective is to introduce a unified, relevant and accessible Land Information 

;tem. The other strategy is to implement systematic demarcation ofland in Uganda. 

~major action towards implementing objective no.4 is the Private Sector Competitiveness Project II (PSCP 

which is a 5-year project funded under a credit arrangement from the World Bank to the Government of 

anda for developing a National Land Information System. Although the Strategic Plan is coming to the fi

year of its targeted implementation, it is still not clear to what extent it has impacted on land information 

nagement in Uganda. Despite this uncertainty, it is clear that the plan has paved way for the improvement 

and information management in Uganda. Finally, in light of the above strategic plans and policies, it is clear 

t the government is increasingly acknowledging that improving accessibility to land information will lead 

ttilization of Uganda's land resources for suitable development. 

Jganda, Land Information Management is principally tasked with some depm·tments in the Ministry of 

ds, Housing and Urban Development. However, under the Local Government Act, powers were given to 

er local governments, more especially at the district level to manage land information in their respective 

>dictions. Currently, there are !12local governments of district status and each district is mandated to have 

•wn land office. Stakeholders in land information are individuals, government and non government orga

tions. 21 

ernment uses information generated by stakeholders for planning and to a less extent for taxation purposes 

;;uN-HABIT.2002 
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nongst others. TI1e public, who are the biggest users ofland information, normally play a role for providing 

formation to the land information management system through land transactions and conveyancing. They 

e therefore the priority beneficiaries for the improved land information management system. 

2 Current status ofland information in Uganda 

nplementing policies on land to support economic gro·wth is not possible if there is no good land informa-

m. 22TI1e government has for long tried to put in place different mechanisms to check and improve the land 

formation management but these mechanisms have had a very minimal impact. 

U Status of Survey Information 

rvey information mainly includes cadastral sheets, topographical base maps and Job record jackets for stor

; survey field data and computations. Cadastral data sheets are kept in paper form and compiled at scales 

rging from 1:2,500 for urban areas to 1:10,000 and more for rural areas. Most of the sheets are geo referenced 

the UTM projection Arc 1960 Datum and the grids are inserted on the sheets. Cadastral sheets for mailo 

veys are not geo-referenced since UTM coordinates are not used for surveying parcels on mailo land tenure. 

>st sheets held by the Department of Surveys and Mapping and districts are in bad physical condition and a 

nber of them are torn. Such torn maps are difficult to scan geo-reference arid digitize. Topographical maps 

also in paper form. The 1:50,000 scale maps cover the entire country hut have not been updated since the 

' I 960s where they were compiled h the Ordinance Sur\ e' of Great Britain. However, through Japan lnler

ional. 

-operation Agency (JICA) project, some topographical maps covering Kampala and surrounding areas were 

lated. Most of these maps have been scanned and geo-referenced. 23 

vey files also known as 'Job Jackets' or 'Job Record Jackets' are only updated in the case of the survey of free

:! land. 24 According this report, these files are stored in the registry and have been distributed to the district 

;es where the updates are made and the files are thus not synchronized with the head office. The survey files 

sent to Lands and Surveys at Entebbe for checking and not returned to the district. The surveyors who re-

·e information (control) for surveys on adjacent plots can access these files. TI1e number of such survey files 

stimated to be7000-8,000. 

ne 2009 
1e, 2009 
2007, p70 10 



.2.2 Status of Land Registration Information 

and registration provides an underlying structure on which ownership rights in land are recognized. 25 In ad

ition, land registration also helps in resolving or reducing land disputes and provide information for processes 

.<e land valuation. 26 In Uganda, registration of land is voluntary. Mailo land is registered in a mailo register 

hich uses a system of block and plot numbers as the land unit identifier. Freehold and leasehold are registered 

. a different register which uses the volume and folio numbers as a unit of identification. However, certificates 

'customary ownership are kept at the district by the District Land Board. Land registration information is 

ill largely manually managed with some information missing from the register making it incomplete and 

rtdated. 

:cording to GIC Ltd (2007), 60% of the information in the land registry has never been updated. A study of 

eland registry 27 reported that high transfer costs and ignorance of the law were the major reasons why peo

e preferred not to register their properties. Although there has been an initiative to improve the land registry 

rough computerization by using software for automating the database called TRIM and scanning of land 

:ords under the 

SAID-funded Support for Private Enterprise Expansion and Development (SPEED) project, it has not pro-

1ced many positive results as far as land information management is concerned. 

!.3 Status of Land Administration Information 

nd administration information is important because it's on this information that land management is built. 

is Information is used in preparation of the initial documents that are used to generate policies and laws in 

rd matters. It also contains information used to generate reports on valuation of different properties in which 

vernment interest is involved. This information is also found at the land registry. The problem is that the 

Jm is full of dust and rain easily finds its way to the room . 28 This has caused damage on the files which are 

erflowed in the storage racks but efforts are being made to reconstruct them. 

:.4 Challenges Facing the Current Land Information Management System and Processes 

rious studies carried on in Uganda since 1990 show that there are problems of land information manage-

:nt and processes. The government has tried to come up with strategies like decentralization and computer-

lion to overcome this problem but it has persisted. Good land information management should ensure that 

ormation can easily be accessed by the users at the same time; it should be easily shared from the producer 

)a/e and Me laughin,l999 
'eudie1;2004 
reen wood, 1990. 

~mputer suppliers Ltd,J996 
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' the users and between the users. 29 

nalogue system 

5anda has been using a manual system of! and records management which are in poor shape. Reliance on this 

.ta can be misleading since it comes with different levels of inaccuracies and misrepresentation. The current 

stem is slow, inefficient and puts information at risk ofbeing lost due to wear and tear. This makes land infor-

>lion difficult to update, analyze, track changes and are also subject to constant wear and tear hence leading 

critical data losses. This analogue system makes data sharing, dissemination and checking very difficult and 

mbersome. 

gal Framework 

ere are various laws aft'ecting land records management in Uganda. Examples of some of the laws and leg-

tlion affecting the management of land records include Registration of Titles Act 1924, National Records 

:! Archives Act 2001, Land Act, Evidence Act 1909, Survey Act 1939 etc. Some of the laws are outdated and 

mot hold for the current situation while others are overlapping or duplicates. For example, according to 

:ala (200 1), "The Evidence Act is ambiguous as to whether microfilm or electronic records are admissible as 

dence in a court oflaw. Moreover, there does not appear to be any precedents in case law. If a computerized 

d information system is pursued in future, the legal admissibility of microfilmed or digital information will 

d to be clarified:' 

k of Integrated information 

ere are various institutions that require different types of land information for their day to day operation. 

y include, but are not limited to; National Environment Management Authority (NEMA), National For-

y Authority (NFA), Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS), Ministry ofLands, Housing and Urban Develop-

rt (MoLHUD). Since there is no centre for readily and accessible land information maintained by the go1·-

nent, different institutions generate their own data sets which they use to meet their institutional mandates 

do not readily share information with each other. 30 This has led to duplication of data and the accuracies 

tese data cannot be guaranteed. This does not only waste money, it can easily lead to disputes and conflicts 

to mismatches in the information. " 

lie Ignorance and Bureaucratic Procedures 

ranee of the public coupled with bureaucratic procedures has caused land information inefficiency in 

7ku,1997 
ings,2009 
vango,2008.iLs inc,2010 12 



ganda. Majority of public does not know the costs or even procedures for registering a property in case the 

operty has changed hands whether through transaction, inheritance or gifl. It is also very difficult to get land 

formation from the registry. As a result, for one to get land information, they employ a chain of people which 

>t only led to high costs but a breeding ground for theft and forgery. This has also made people lose trust and 

nfidence in the system.32 

aff Capacity 

1ere are staffing problems facing offices in which land records are kept." In most offices it is either that the 

.mber of staff recruited is less than the required number or the recruited staff do not have the required skills 

d the education levels for the positions they are occupying. 

is has led to too much pressure and bacldog of work. The end result is that the staff becomes inefficient and 

~whole process becomes slow. To make the situation worse, the staff is lowly motivated." 

oposed improvements 

1e way forward is based on the challenges identified in the previous sections. However it should be noted 

tt the challenges being faced in the land information management system are not limited to those in section 

·ee above. Also principles of good governance in land administration as explained by Zakoutet a! (2009) and 

lliamson eta! (2009) are being used as a basis for the way forward. 

,ff training, development and recruitment 

~re is need to train more people to management and administer land record practices in the various districts. 

lple should be trained at both a lower (technicians) and higher (managerial) level since systems/techno!-

es are dynamic and change at all times and levels. There is a need for people involved in land informaliou 

nagement to have broader knowledge on land which will enable easy exchange and interaction ofinforma-

1. The staff can continually be trained through seminars, conferences, workshops, short and long courses. 

swill enable staff to be competent and well informed. There is also need to recruit the required number of 

fin order to enable staff work without pressure resulting from much bacldog. 

:al Reforms 

Land Information System to operate effectively there is need to have a supportive legal and policy frame

·k to regulate its operations and reduce any legal challenges that may arise. One of the possible ways ofhav-

~mputet suppliers Ltd 
lmta,2001;GIC 2007 
'C 2007 13 



g an adequate legal frame work is by harmonizing and updating the current laws and regulations. The laws 

10u!d be reviewed, amended and updated all the time as to meet the changing demands on land. For example 

ws governing 

e disciplines of land need to be updated to fit within the trends of modem technology and allow the use of 

ch equipment such as Global Positioning System, Geographical Information System and eventually Land 

formation System. 

!veloping a National Land Information System 

tgustinus (2003) observes that unless Uganda gets an appropriate land management system, economic and 

:ial services will not be delivered to the citizens and worst still, sustainable and affordable security of tenure 

II never be offered. A land management system which is interlinked nationwide should be developed to en

.e easy sharing and transfer of data from the different parts of the country. However it should be noted that 

ad Information System should be supplemented with other tasks which include; harmonizing and updating 

1legal frame work, updating the cadastre and land register, streaming the land register, etc. 

centralization of Local Land Record Offices 

vernment passed the Local Government Act of 1997, which provides the legal basis for decentralization 

I the devolution of functions, powers and services from the centre to local governments. This will increase 

1sparency and governance of land information which will reduce on bureaucracies involved. It will also 

1tribute greatly towards getting people interested in the system since services will be brought nearer to the 

>lie. It will help in the process of updating the registers. Decentralization can only work if there is capacity 

!ding in the land sector in terms of personnel who are qualified and highly motivated, equipment, office 

:e and financial resources to kick start the initiative and also keep it going. 

•lie Involvement and sensitization 

lie involvement is essential in any innovation if it is to succeed as it's the needs of the users of the proposed 

JVation that is focused on. Public involvement acts an educator to the masses and an evaluation for the 

em that is being developed or used. It also makes the community feel they are important and so they will 

lz together in order to ensure that any proposed development takes place. It also serves to make an inno

m better since they could be having solutions to the problems. 1-lowever there is need to for sensitization 

paigns to increase the level of awareness and appreciation of land related 
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1centives to have land registered 

urrently, majority of land in Uganda is not registered. It is estimated that only 18% of land owners have 

vnership claims. 35 Various studies have shown that some of the reasons individuals do not get their land 

gistered is because of the high costs and time entailed. Government should work out a means of malting sure 

at the public sees reasons to have their land or properties registered whenever a transfer or subdivision takes 

Ke. This will help in keeping land information up to date. Systematic demarcation should be encouraged b)' 

vernment in areas where land is not surveyed if an increase in formalization of land ownership in Uganda 

to be achieved as fast as possible. With a higher number of registered properties, information will be readily 

1ilable. 

·ong Institutional Linkage 

ong institution linkages should be embraced to avoid data duplication and overlap. TI1is will help streamline 

:a and information in preparation for a land information system. Institution linkage will enable data sharing 

ongst institutions that use the same data. TI1is linkage will enable institutions to not only generate infor-

tion they can use internally, but generate information that can be used externally by other institutions. The 

er alternative to avoid duplication is that the ministry should be the sole provider ofland information. The 

)f!11ation between institutions and government could be shared; manually by using disks, electronic linkage 

tis use of email and fax are by an integrated approach of wide area networks. This saves on the time and cost 

:itutions would use to generate similar data sets. 36 

me,2009 
'ne,2009 
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0 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

THE LAND ACT 

1e Land Act came into force in 1998, following five years of vigorous and controversial debate. 37 Most of its 

·ovisions had been previously signaled in the Constitution and the law was intended to give them practical cf-

ct. The two most important issues covered by the Land Act are ownership and tenure rights and land admin-

:ration, which are described below. Some more general principles ofland law, which have an important im

tct on land administration in Uganda, are discussed in Chapter two above. While the previous Land Reform 

ecree 1975 had sought to increase control over the land by central government and make tenure conditional 

t the land's development, the Land Act 1998 is part of a very different policy. It expressly limits government 

vned land to that which was being used by the Government when the Constitution of 1995 came into force. 

t stipulates that if the Government requires additional land it must purchase this, either from a willing seller 

through compulsory acquisition in accordance with the rights to private property contained in the Consti

tion. 39 An underlying assumption of the Act is that allowing a system of private individual ownership of land 

develop in Uganda will boost the country's economic and social development. 

e Act also recognizes customary ownership rights, while providing a mechanism to transform such land 

:o freehold title. TI1is has been criticized by some as providing a 'backdoor' means for weakening the system 

customary tenure, 40 but this debate remains largely theoretical due to the lack of implementation of many 

the Act's provisions. The Land Act 1998 defines 'freehold tenure' as a tenure that derives its legality from 

~ Constitution and the written law. Freehold tenure may involve either a grant ofland in perpetuity, or for a 

ser specified time period. The Act specifies that the holder of land in freehold has full power of ownership 

it. This means that he or she may use it for any lawful purpose and sell, rent, lease, dispose of it by will or 

nsact it in any other way as he or she sees fit. No development conditions are imposed on the freeholder as 

! framers of the Land Act 1998 

lieved that the previous attempts to stimulate development through coercion were misguided. It is instead 

ped that the 'psychological sense of responsibility arising from ownership' will be a more effective incentiw 

people to develop their land while market forces will prove sufficient to deal with those who prove unable 

unwilling to do so. 4t0nly citizens of Uganda are entitled to own land under freehold tenure. Non-citizens 

lm T Mugambwa, Principles of Lend Law in Uganda, Fountain Publishers, 2006, p.S 
? September 1995 
md 4ct 1998, section43. 
loko, 1997 wildlife Authority. see also fudyadoko (JJ/d ianLevine, land matter in Displacement; The i111portance oflwman rights in acholi lol/d uud lrh:tl thre, 
'1,CSOPNU.2004 
tgambwa, 2005, p.S 16 



1ay lease it for a period up to 99 years. 42 

easehold tenure is a form of tenure whereby one party grants to another the right to exclusive possession 

f land for a specified period, usually in exchange for the payment of rent. Any owner of land in Uganda -

hether through freehold, mailo or customary tenure 43
- may grant a lease to another person. Unlike the 

:evious Land Decree 1975, the Land Act 1998 does not specify any development conditions on the leasing 

'land nor that is it used in any particular way. It is left to the two parties to determine the conditions of the 

ase and, subject to these, the leaseholder is entitled to use the land as he or she sees fit. In practice, much of 

.eland that is leased was previously owned by government bodies, particularly the Land Commission and lhe 

istrict Land Boards, and these tend to impose some development conditions on the land's subsequent use. 44 

'here the land was previously held by public authorities, the Land Act 1998 enables leaseholders to convert to 

~eholders subject to certain conditions. The leaseholder must be a citizen of Uganda. 

,e original lease must have been granted lawfully under the terms of the Act and the leaseholder must have 

mplied with all the conditions of the original lease. 1he leaseholder must be able to satisfy a District Land 

,ard that there were no customary tenants on the land at the time when the lease was granted. If there were 

:h tenants the board must satisfy itself that these were duly compensated as required by law. Only land-hold

~s of under 100 hectares may be converted from leasehold to freehold unless the board is satisfied thal such 

onversion is in the public interest. 45 Where a conversion involving land over 100 hectm:es is approved by the 

ard the applicant must pay the market value of the land as determined by the Chief Government value. The 

wersion is completed by appropriate registration under the Registration of Titles Act 1 924. 

1ich will be discussed further in the next chapter? TI1e 

1d Act 1998 treats mailo tenure almost identically to freehold tenure. Registered land can be held in perpe

y and a mailo owner is entitled to enjoy all the powers of a freehold owner. "The only significant differeJKe 

1at mailo owners should not use these powers against the interests of customary tenants, bona fide or lawful 

upants. 47 TI1is provision was introduced due to concern at the possible mass eviction of thousands of peo-

who were occupying mail to land, as customary tenants or squatters, at the time when the Act was passed. A 

ilar concern had led the framers of the 1995 Constitution to pass responsibility for determining who were 

{ul' and 'bonafide' occupants ofland to the legislature. 

d Act 1998, sectioll41(3) 
~ambwa, 2006, p.9 
~ambwa, 2006, p.9 
d oct 10998,sectioll 29(2) 
d Act J998,section 4 
d Act 1998,section 4 
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:he Land Act 1998 sets out a procedure whereby people who were not 'lawful' or 'bona fide' occupants of land 

t the time when the 1995 Constitution came in to force can regularize their occupancy. Mediators can be ap

'ointed by the authorities to help the two sides reach agreement,48 although there is nothing to compel a land 

·wner to allow such occupants to remain on his or her land. These provisions do not apply to people who have 

·ccupied land without the permission of the owner after the date on which the 1995 Constitution came into 

}l'Ce. Such people can be evicted at any time without notice, subject to some of the provisions discussed before. 

he Land Act 1998 deems a bona tide or lawful occupant ofland that is registered in someone else's name to 

e a 'tenant by occupancY: Such a person is required to pay an annual rent to the owner, but this is deliberately 

;tat a nominal level, which does not reflect the economic value of the land. So long as a tenant by occupancy 

ontinues to pay this sum, continues to occupy the land and complies with the other terms and conditions 

;lating to it, he or she enjoys secure tenure. A tenant may also apply for a 'certificate of occupancy', which 

rovides documentary evidence that the named person has a right of occupancy over the subject land. The 

.ct gives both the tenant and the landowner the right of 'first refusal' to purchase one another's interest T11is 

1eans that if either is considering a transaction involving the land, they must offer it to one another first. T11is 

1ables tenants to convert his or her right of occupancy to a mailo, freehold, leasehold or sub-lease, so long as 

1e registered owner of the land consents. if the landowner sells or leases the land to someone else the tenant h 

:cupancy retains his or her existing rights. Irrespective of whether a 

;rtificate of occupancy has in fact been issued. This means that the new proprietor's title is subject to these 

ghts, and this overrides the principle of'indefeasibility' that is discussed in the next Chapter. It is the purchas

,.s responsibility to discover whether such tenant's exist even when this has not been officially recorded on the 

!rtificate of title. The Land Act and customary law one of the most innovative aspects of the Land Act 1998 is 

, the recognition it gives to those who hold their land under customary tenure. With the exception ofland in 

uganda (which is mainly held under mailo) and urban areas (where it is held under freehold, or leasehold) 

.ost land in Uganda is held under customary tenure. 

1e 1995 Constitution restored recognition of the rights of those who held such land and the Land Act explic

y recognized that customary law should regulate this form ofland tenure. T11e Government had previously 

tacted a law creating Local Council (LC) courts, which replaced the lower level Magistrate courts and had 

Land Act J998,section 90 
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Le authority to deal with land rights issues. The LC courts were intended to be less formal and more accessible 

can the Magistrate courts and to enable local leaders to deliver justice to their own communities by drawing 

Jth on formal legal principles and customary law. 49 There are a number of different types of customary land 

nure in different parts of Uganda. In some places the land is held communally, in some it belongs to a par-

cular clan while in others it is held by individuals. The rules of customary law also vary in different parts of 

re country. 

he Land Act 1998 states that customary land tenure shall be governed by rules generally accepted as binding 

v the particular community. 50 Anyone who acquires land in that community shall also be bound by the same 

Iles. 51 The exceptions to this are that no custom is permitted which is 'repugnant to natural justice, equity 

1d good conscience, or being incompatible either directly or indirectly with any written law. 52 Customary law 

also, obviously, subordinate to Uganda's constitutional provisions described above. The Land Act 1998 also 

>ecifically renders void any provision of customary rule or practice that denies women, children or disabled 

ersons access to ownership or use of land . 53 Uganda's 1995 Constitution provides all holders of customary 

nd with the right to obtain a Certificate of Customary Ownership (CCO) 54 and the Land Act 1998 specify 

re procedure for how such certificates should be issued. 55 The Act provides for the issuing of individual, family 

1d communal certificates and these will subsequently be taken as conclusive evidence of the customary rights 

1d interests endorsed on the certificate. 56 lt does not, however, change the nature of the land tenure system 

Jverning the land in question, which continues to be regulated by customary law. The issuing of Certificates 

f Customary Ownership was, however, intended to introduce more certainty into customary land tenure re-

lions. Holders of such certificates could use them when carrying out transactions. 

he Act requires financial institutions to accept Certificates of Customary Ownership as proof of title, which 

·ould enable holders to obtain credit on security of their land and use the title as collateral when borrowing 

10ney to invest. All transaction would need to be officially recorded and so it would become much easier to 

uild up official records relating to a particular piece of land. If, for example, someone wished to purchase a 

lot, or borrow money against its value, it would be easier to conduct such transactions with certainty. In order 

' apply for a Certificate of Customary Ownership an applicant must first submit his or her application form, 

>gether with the required fee, to the District Land Committee in the local parish where the land is situated. 

'Juidelines for Local Council Courts in the Resolution of land disputes, Ministry of 
'(I fer, Lands and Em•iromnent, june 2005. 71Jis provides a Guide to the Resistance 
Jmmittee (Judicial Powers) Statute 1988, which created the IC courts 
rbid,section 4 
rbid,section 4 
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1e Land Committee is then supposed to survey the land in question and confirm its boundaries.'Ihe commit-

e should also post a notice, in a prescribed form, in a prominent public place in the parish in which the land 

situated. The notice should invite all concerned persons to a meeting, not less than two weeks from the date 

t which it was posted, to consider the claim. 57 Claims of any other person affected by the land, for example, 

rough rights of way, must also be heard and the Land Committee can adjourn its proceedings if necessary to 

rry out more detailed investigations. If a dispute arises the land committee is not bound to follow court room 

ocedures, regarding the admissibility of evidence or examination for example, but it must observe rules of 

tural justice to answer that both sides' cases are fairly dealt with. 

conclusion of its hearing the Land Committee is required to write a report setting out its findings with re-

;ct to the claim and its own conclusions and recommendations regarding the application. This report should 

submitted to the relevant land board together with the original application. The Land Committee could 

:ommend acceptance, rejection or conditional acceptance of this application. 58 On receipt of this report the 

strict Land Board can then decide whether or not to issue a CCO. "The board is not bound to follow the 

nmittee's recommendation and it can also return the report to the committee to obtain further information. 

1ce the board has made a decision it must communicate this to the Recorder. Where the board recommends 

.t a certificate be issued the Recorder should do this, subject to any qualifications or restrictions required b) 

·board. 60 

e Act also makes provision for customary owners of land to convert their tenure to leasehold. It is not nee-

<ry to first obtain a Certificate of Customary Ownership in order to do this, but the procedure required 

ery similar to the one described above. The Land Act 1998 also provides for the formation of Communal 

td Associations for the purposes of ownership and management ofland under customary law or other law. 

, Communal Land Association may own land under a Certificate of Customary Ownership leasehold or a 

:hold. Members of the association can also hold some or all of the land within it in an individual capacity 

1ile other parts are set aside for common use. 63 

:/,section 6 
:i.section 6. 
r.section 6. 
i.section 6. 

6'Ibid.section 6. 
62/bid.section 6. 

63lbid.section 6. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

REGISTRATION OF TITLES 

.0 Introduction 

he system of registration of titles in Uganda is commonly known as the 'Torrens System', and is based on a sys-

'm first developed in Australia, by Sir Robert Torrens. This aimed to provide a simple, fair way to operate, se-

1re and register land and it was subsequently used in a number of other English colonies. 64 It was introduced 

t Uganda by the Registration of Titles Act 1924, which repealed the earlier Registration of Titles Ordinance 

108 and the Equitable Mortgages Ordinance 1912. The Act automatically applies to all freehold, leasehold and 

1ailo land. 65 However, it does not recognize customary ownership. Owners of land under customary tenure 

ho wish to register their lands under the provisions of the Act must first convert their tenure to freehold. 

1e Registration of Titles Act 1924 creates a system of title registration based on a centralized Register Book 

mtaining a running record of deeds and documents relating to each separate parcel ofland registered under 

.e Act. "Where a new parcel ofland is registered the Registrar is required to prepare a certificate in duplicate. 

ne copy of the certificate is kept in the Book while the other, referred to as the 'duplicate certificate', is given 

the person who is registered as the 'proprietor' of the land or interest. 67 

1e Act provides that a registered proprietor of any estate or interest wishing to transact, or transfer this must 

•mplete a prescribed form, which should be signed and witnessed and presented to the Registrar together 

tth the duplicate certificate of title and any other necessary documents. 68 Instruments not submitted in the 

•propriate form may be rejected at the discretion of the Registrar. 69 Any subsequent transactions affecting 

gistered land, such as a mortgage or lease, must be endorsed in the Register Book, the certificate of title and 

e duplicate certificate. 70 T11is means that a future buyer will be able to check if. for example, a mortgage has 

·en taken out against the land as this could obviously affect its value. Once the Registrar has entered the in

:ument in the Register Book, the person named in the certificate is deemed to be the duly registered propri

)r.8 A certificate shall be conclusive evidence of title, and all its particulars, and the courts are obliged to treat 

as such. "This provision prevails over all other unregistered interests or claims and registered title-holders 

~protected against unregistered interests. 721l1is principle of'indefeasibility' was intended to help create one 

t1tralland registry and, thus, simplify' and expedite future land transactions. 73It is possible to challenge the 

le of a registered proprietor on the basis of fraud, although this is difficult as will be discussed below. How

er, this only invalidates a registered title if the fraud has been perpetrated by that particular person. If, for 

1ouglas Wlw/cm, 1!Je Torrens System in Austmlia, Law Book Company, 1982 7 
i., sections38, 42 and 499 Ibid., section5610 Ibid., sections 61, 184 and 186 
egistration of Titles Act 1924, section9. 
egistration of Titles Act 1924, section 37 
1id, section 38 
bid, section 82, 89,100 and 144. 21 
Jid, section 181 

70Ibid, section 42 
71 Ibid., sections 38,42 and 49 9/bid., section 56 
72 Ibid., sections 61, 184 and 186 

73Lwcmga v 'll1e registmr of tittles Mise cause No.7 A of 1977;(198U) 
HCB 24(unreported) 



mmple, someone fraudulently obtained a title and then sold it to an innocent third party, who duly registered 

, the initial fraud would not necessarily invalidate the subsequent title. As the Court noted in Lwanga v The 

egistrar of Titles, one of the paradoxes of registered conveyance is that though registration obtained by fraud 

void, it is capable of becoming a good root of title to a bona fide purchaser. 74 

he fact that only a small minority of land in Uganda has ever been registered has also led to a number or 

gal conflicts about the relationship between this registration process and other contractual agreements. In 

digejjerawa v IsakaKizito and SabaneKubuiwamana the court had to consider a case in which Kizito had sold 

te same parcel ofland to both Ndigejjerawa and Kubulwamana and provided both with written agreements 

~rifying the sale. The first sale was made to Kubuiwamana but Ndigejjerawa was the first to attempt to register 

s documents in the Register Book. The Registrar refused to accept either document because neither was sub-

.itted in the correct form. Ndigejjerawa argued that he should be recognized as owner of the land because he 

tempted to submit his documents first, while Kubuiwamana argued that he had received written documents 

exchange for paying the purchase price first so he should be regarded as the legitimate owner. 

1e court ruled that neither could be regarded as the legitimate owners until their documents had been accept

[ by the Registrar. "However, in the absence of fraud, the first person to register a piece of! and is granted title, 

·en if the land has also been sold to someone else. 76 In another case, the Court of Appeal for Eastern Africa, 

tdSouza Figueirdo& Co L v Moorings Hotel Co Ltd, ruled that an unregistered written contract did have 

5al force. The case concerned a lease agreement which one side broke owing rent arrears. The Court reasoned 

at there is nothing in the Registration of Titles Act 1924 which specifically renders unregistered instruments 

effectual as contracts between two parties. The Court ruled that the respondent was entitled to the payment 

·the rent due for the period in which the appellant enjoyed possession of the land in question. However, it 

cepted the appellant's argument that the agreement could not be considered an 'equitable lease', due to the 

ovisions ofthe Act. The latter view has not been followed by the Ugandan courts, which have ruled, in Ka

rikawe v Katwiremu and another, that an 'equitable interest' is created by virtue of a contract between the 

.rties, even where the documents have not been registered as an instrument under the Registration of Tilles 

:t 1924. 77 

Alibhai and another v Karia and another the respondent entered into contract with the appellants to pur-

)ee katarikawa v katwiremu and another CA No 53 OJ 1995(Unreported) 
lee katarikawa v katwiremu and another CA No 53 Of 1995(Unreported 
)ee katarikawa v katwiremu a11d another CA No 53 Of 1995(Unreported 
?e katarikawa v katwiremu and another CA No 53 Of I995(Unreported 
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:hase property from them, but, before he paid the purchase price, these were forced to flee the country follow

ng Amin's expulsion of Asians from Uganda. The land was subsequently taken over by the Departed Asians 

'roperty Custodian Board. The Board then awarded the land to the respondent and he was registered as the 

>roprietor. The appellants sought an order for the transfer to be set aside claiming that the contract was invalid 

>ecause the transfer was not registered. The Court rejected this claim arguing that the contract of sale, although 

thad not been completed, created an 'equitable estate; which belonged to the respondent. Although the appel

ants retained the 'legal estate', because they were still the registered owners, they should now be regarded as 

rustees with a duty to transfer this to the respondent on completion of the contract. 

bis legal estate became vested in the Departed Asians Property Custodian Board, by virtne of the Assets of 

leparting Asians Decree 1973, and this had acted properly in transferring the estate to the respondent. The 

ppellants had also claimed that they had been the victim of frand, but one weakness of the Registration of 

'itles Act 1924 is that it does not define this term, which leaves it open to the courts to decide what standard 

f proof is necessary to prove that fraud has taken place. Ugandan law appears to state that, given the severity 

f the accusation, it must be proved strictly. In the above case the judge ruled that while it was not necessary 

) prove it 'beyond all reasonable doubt; something more than the 'balance of probabilities', that is generally 

pplied in civil cases, was needed. 78 

iiven that the appellants had been dispossessed of their land by an arbitrary and discriminatory act of expul

.on, it seems likely that some of the judge's reasoning could now be open to challenge on the basis of Uganda's 

995 Constitution and its international human rights obligations. This is discussed further in Chapter Four or 
1is Guide. Title may also be challenged by possession and so, if a person acquires the title to a piece of land, 

is his or her responsibility to check whether there are other people in occupation of it. In a case in Kenya, 

isseeMaweu and others v Kiu Ranching and Cooperative Society Ltd, 79 the company in question obtained 

tie to a property in 1961 and attempted to eject a group of people from the land who had settled there almost 

~ years previously . 

. lower court accepted the company's argument that certificate of title was conclusive proof of ownership, but 

re Kenyan Court of Appeal ruled that the time that the occupants had previously spent on the land gave them 

ghts of ownership. in Uganda Post and Telecommunications v AKM Lataaya it was also held that the com

any's registered leasehold was subject to the rights of possession of a tenant who had been living on the land 

1See katarikawa v katwiremu and mwther CA No 53 Of 1995(Unreported 
1See katarikawa v katwiremu and another CA No 53 Of 1995(Unreported 
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Nith the consent of the landowner prior to the granting of the lease. 80 

1.1 Possession 

2ossession is often said to be 'nine-tenths of the law: A person who is in possession of land is assumed to 

1ave title to it and this title holds against everyone, except a person with a better claim. 81 Even if someone is 

quatting on land without permission, he or she has the right to defend this occupancy against interference by 

. third party and could, for example, bring an action of trespass against this party. While someone remains in 

>ossession ofland, he or she is free to enjoy the full rights of title, including the right to sell, lease or otherwise 

ransfer it. Should the original owner wish to recover his or her land, he or she will first have to convince a court 

.f the merit of his or her claim to title. After a certain period of uninterrupted occupancy, possession allows the 

ccupant to claim title to the land in question. 

his principle is known as 'adverse possession' and arises out of the principle in English common law that an 

:lion against trespass must be brought within a specified time. After that time has elapsed no further action 

m be taken against the occupant. The principle is linked to, although distinct from, the doctrine of 'acquies

~nce', whereby someone who fails to take active steps to assert their rights within a reasonable time period is 

eld to have acquiesced in the violation. The principle of adverse possession, sometimes also called 'squatter's 

ghts', is that it is better for land to be used than not used. The concept is similar to 'homesteading', which 

lpresses the idea that if no one is using or possessing property, the first person to claim it and use it consi>-

ntly over a period of time gains ownership. These principles pre-date modern property law, which has had to 

~velop around them. 82 Adverse possession is defined as when someone physically occupies land without the 

msent of the owner and uses it as his or her own. 

tenant, or caretaker, cannot claim adverse possession because the land owner has consented to this presence. 

1t, if someone remained on land after a lease had expired, the period for which they would be considered to 

: in adverse possession could start from that date. The owner of land, with a paper title to it is considered to 

·in possession ofit, even if he or she is not physically occupying it. 

)Wever, if someone else takes physical occupancy of this land, with a clear intent to exclude the original own-

then, if the owner does not contest this after a certain period of time, he or she is considered to have vol-

.tarily abandoned claim to it. The occupancy must be continuous throughout the period and if the occupant 

~e katarikawa v katwiremu and another CA No 53 OJ 1995(Unreported 
;her v whtlock(J 865) LRQBl 
·e Robert Guest, 11leshckledcontinent,pan Book 2oo4,p.73-87. 
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acates the property at any point, even temporarily, than the 'clock goes back to zero: The moment an original 

wner commences legal proceedings to recover the property the time period also stops and if an occupant 

~knowledges someone else to be the owner then this will also stop the clock: A squatter could gain title to a 

roperty from a lessee, through adverse possession, but this would only be valid until the expiry of the lease, 

fter which time it would need to be asserted again against the original owner. 

Jter this time the original owner loses his or her right to re-enter, or sue to recover, the land. Unless the title 

>the property has been registered under the Registration of Titles Act 1924 this is also deemed to be extin

uished. If the title has been registered, it is deemed to effectively be held 'in trust' by the previous owner f<.>r 

1e benefit of the person who dispossessed him or her. 83 In either case the squatter does not gain the title from 

1e person that he or she has dispossessed, but can now claim a new title from the Registrar. It has been argued 

mt this would be a freehold title, even where the previous land was held under customary title as the principle 

f adverse possession is not recognized by Ugandan customary law. 84 

1 MusokeBafirawalav Jogga, which is also discussed below, the Ugandan High Court ruled that the principle 

'adverse possession did not begin to apply until the landowner became aware of the unlawful possession. '!he 

mrt came to a similar conclusion in NambaluKintu v EfulaimuKamira. In both cases the occupants had orig-

tally entered the property in question with the consent of the land owners and so clearly were not initially in 

iverse possession. In Citamong v Olinga the Ugandan High Court overturned the eviction of someone who 

1d occupied and cultivated someone else's land for 30 years. The owner of the land was aware of the intrusion, 

1t took no action to stop it and so was held to have acquiesced in the violation of his rights. The courts made 

milar rulings in Wandira v Okeya and Lomolo v Kilembe Mines, although the time periods here were only 

l and seven years respectively. 

2 Leases 

lease is an agreement whereby one party grants to another exclusive possession of land for a period usually, 

1t not exclusively, in return for a monetary consideration called rent. The common law definition of a lease 

rs two essential features: 'certain duration' and 'exclusive possession: but the Ugandan Land Act 1998 dispens-

with the second condition. A lease is defined as a form of tenure in which the landlord grants, or is deernecl 

grant the tenant exclusive possession. A lease may be created where there is no form of payment and it stales 

at the duration of a lease is usually but not necessarily defined by reference to a date of commencement and 

:ee Robert Guest, '111eshckledcontinent,pan Book 2oo4,p.73-87. 
ee Robert Guest, 'll!eshckledconlinent,pan Book 2oo4,p.73-87. 
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~nding. 85 

rhe distinguishing feature of a lease is, therefore, that it grants the holder the right of exclusive possession to a 

Jiece of land. This is different from a license where the holder is merely permitted access to the land and does 

1ot acquire any interest in it. 

n two cases where the City Council of Kampala sued tenants, who it accused of sub-letting their premises 

o others in breach of their lease agreements, the courts drew out this distinction. In the first, City Council 

Jf Kampala v Mukibi the court found that a tenant had allowed a group of hairdressers to use his premises in 

·eturn for a delay fee, but had not given them exclusive possession, or even their own key to the premises." In 

:ity Council of Kampala v Mukubira and another, by contrast, the tenant was deemed to have parted posses-

:ion because he provided no supervision over the use of the premises, which only visited occasionally." 

Jgandan law does not specify that a lease must be in writing and so an oral contract could be deemed sufl1cient. 

8 A contract can also be inferred by the conduct of the parties. In Mayanja v National Housing Corporation, for 

'xample, a lease was inferred by the fact that one party tiok possession of land and started paying rent, which 

vas accepted by the land owner. "English common law has established the principle that where a person enters 

mto land as a tenant of another both parties are 'stopped' from denying that a lease exists. This principle is an 

:ccepted part of Ugandan law and the courts have found that it can be used to prevent either side using 'lack 

>f title' as an argument in a dispute. In Pardham)ivraj v -DudleyWhelpadale, for example, even though a lease 

md not been registered under the Registration of Titles Ordinance, which preceded the 1924 Act, this did not 

>rovide grounds for arguing that it was defective, because the payment and acceptance of rent by the parties 

vas held to prove that they regarded one another as landlord and tenant. 90 Leases should be registered under 

he Registration of Titles Act !924, but Uganda's courts do recognize the validity of leases over unregistered 

itles to function as a contract between the two parties, as discussed above. Some argue that this, in effect, gives 

hem the status of equitable leases. 91 

'arties to a lease are free to incorporate any terms which they wish to, so long as they are lawful, and both sides 

.re then bound by these terms. In addition, the common law implies that the landlord will respect the right 

>f the tenant to the 'quiet enjoyment' of his possessions, 'non derogation' from the purpose of the lease and 

>remises that are 'fit for habitation. Examples of violations of the 'right to peaceful enjoyment' can be found 

n Opinya v Mukasa, where it was held that a landlord was prohibited from removing the roof of a building in 
5'1Mugurnhwa, 2000, p66.4 i\JusokeBafirawala v jogga CS ;\'o 33 o.J 1 \!73. 
(1976) HCB 26 unreported 

5Limitation Act (cap 70) section 6. 2 Registration of Titles Act 1969, section 30. ·~9 Wandira vOkeya CA No 100 Of 1969 (1970) HCB 60 
6NambaluKintu v EfulaimuKamira CA No 26 of 1973; (1975) HCB 221 (unreported). 90Lomolo v Kiembe Mines CS No 395 of! 97E (1978) HCB 157. 9l.and Act 
7Citamongv Olinga CA No 104 of 1982; (1985) HCB 86 26 1998 sections 4 and 5. 26 

91Lomolo v Kilembe Mines CS No 395 of 1976; (1978) HCB 157. 9 Lat!d Ad 
1992 sections 4 a11d 5. 26 



n attempt to enforce an eviction,? while in The Kampala Cotton Co Ltd v PrivinlalMadhvani the Court ruled 

gainst a landlord blocldng its tenant's right of way. 92 

he right of'non-derogation' from the purpose of the tenancy could include subsequent actions by the landlord 

•hich made it impossible for the tenant to carry out the type of activities (of an agricultural or commercial 

ature, for example) that she or he had leased it for. Premises fit for human habitation means that they must be 

1 a state that does not pose a risk to personal injury or to hygiene. It should be noted that the 'right to adequate 

Jusing' guaranteed under international human rights law, contains considerably more exacting standards. 

The tenant is, in return, expected to pay rent and all other charges, except those .for which the landlord is 

:pressly responsible, and also to keep the place tidy and in a reasonable state of repair. The landlord also has 

e right to carry out periodic inspection to check that this is being complied with. 

,ese provisions are also contained or implied in Uganda's Registration of Titles Act 1924 The Act permits 

1ants to sub-lease or assign their leases to someone else, but this party will become responsible for all of the 

ms of the original lease. Where the landlord is in breach of contract, the tenant can sue him or her for dam-

~s or obtain an injunction to prevent future breaches. In the case of a fundamental breach a court may con-

er the agreement to have been repudiated by the landlord, which could result in a termination of the lease. 

= tenant cannot otherwise terminate the lease unless the agreement specifies such power. 94A landlord may 

J sue a tenant for breach, which usually occurs due to a failure to pay rent on time, damage to the property 

Jecause it is being used, or sub-let unlawfully or outside the terms of the lease agreement. 

Jractice tenants sometimes withhold rent during disputes while landlords may seize possessions from the 

mt in lieu of rent. These can then become the subject of separate legal actions between landlord and tenant. 

most common remedy for a breach of contract by a tenant is 'forfeiture' of the lease, which becomes null 

void allowing the landlord to repossess the land or property. There is no provision in the Registration of 

=s Act 1924, or other legislation in Uganda, setting out the procedures for repossession. Under the English 

tveyancing and Law of Property Act 1881, a landlord was required to provide advance written notification, 

the application of this Act in Uganda was superseded by the Judicature Act 1967 and so it appears that this 

l longer required. 

r,clo vkilembe Mines CS No, 395 act Of 1976 (1978)HCB 157. 9 Land Act 1998 sections 4 and 5, 26 
1 couuci/ of kampala v Mukib/(1967) EA 368 (U) 
y Council ofKarnpaav Mukubira and mwther (1968 )EA 497 (U). 
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l1e Ugandan courts have upheld the right of a landowner to evict squatters without notice and without com-

>ensation for any improvements that they may have carried out to the land that they occupied. "The common 

aw specifies that a landlord may gain physical repossession, or 're-entry', of his or her land without a court or

ler and using 'reasonable -force' to eject the tenant.6 However, the Ugandan High Court has stated that where 

tenant refuses to vacate it would be more advisable for the owner to apply for a judicial order of eviction than 

o attempt to forcibly evict him or her.7 The courts may also grant 'relief' from forfeiture. Which is usually 

:ranted where a tenant remedies the breach of his or her contract, such as payment of rent, and is able and 

rilling to perform his or her obligations in the future . 

. 3 Mortgages 

, mortgage is a transaction whereby land is given as security for the repayment of a loan. The rules applying to 

1ortgages are defined in both common and statutory law. The two most important laws regulating mortgages 

1 Uganda are the Mortgage Decree 1974 and the Registration of Titles Act 1924. 96A mortgage created under 

fgandan law differs from common law rules in that it does not transfer the title of the land to the creditor, 

ut makes him, or her, the proprietor of the mortgage, which theoretically provides the debtor with greater 

~curity. 97 The debtor remains the owner of the land, subject to his or her ability to pay off the loan. As well as 

eing obliged to pay off the loan the debtor is obliged to maintain and repair the property and grant the creditor 

1e right to inspect the property at any reasonable time. Where the debtor breaches these terms the creditor is 

ntitled to take possession of the property, appoint a receiver, sell the property or foreclose the loan. He or she 

m also seize other assets of the debtor if this is necessary to recover the loan's original value. 

1 the case of Barclays Bank of Uganda Ltd v Livingstone KatendeLutu, the bank agreed to loan money to ct 

1ird party after Lutu put his land up as collateral. When the third party defaulted the bank served notice uf 

s intention to sell and advertised the land at a public auction. Lutu sought an injunction against the sale, 

hich a court granted on the basis that this could not be done without a court order and because a discrepancy 

~tween the value of the land and the value of the money owed would cause Lutu 'irreparable loss'. However, 

lis ruling was overturned by Uganda's Supreme Court, which held that the terms of the agreement meant the 

mrt had no power to prevent or postpone the sale. 98 Ugandan law does not impose any duty of care on a 

·editor exercising his or her powers of sale of a mortgaged property. However, the common law rules that the 

:·operty should be properly advertised and publicly sold. Uganda's courts have ruled that one advertisement, 

3 Land act 1998 section S.see also ]ama Noor shakiya v Hassanali Ahmed ]usub(1965 )and mayaja~Nkangi v 
1tional housing corporation(1972) 1 ULR 37. 
! Mayanja v Natonal Housing Corporation {1972} 1 ULR 37. 5 Pardhamjivraj v Dudley-Whelpadale (1920 
1929) 3 ULR 193. 

) john T Mugambwa, Principles of land in Uganda, Fountain Publishers, 2006, p.97 
Jpiya v Mukasa CC No 167 of 1964,Highg court Digest,p.514 
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hich specified the land for sale but omitted to mention that it had been developed and contained a house had 

te effect of under-valuing it. 

1 another case the selling of a property through private treaty rather than public auction also led to it fetching 

ss than its market value. In both cases damages were awarded to the debtor. Mortgages should be officially 

'gistered under the Act, but Ugandan law also recognizes equitable mortgages so long as the certificate of Litle 

as been lodged with the Registrar. 1l1e Land Act 1998 also recognizes the right of customary owners of land 

> obtain mortgages using customary certificates of ownership although, as described in Chapter One, no such 

'rtificates have yet been issued. 

he Ugandan courts have held that where the mortgaged land is not registered under the Registration of Titles 

ct 1924, the applicable law is English common law and the rules of equity. "'In practice this makes it easier 

•r a creditor to foreclose on a mortgage and to sell the land for profit. 1l1is makes it very difficult for holders of 

nd under customary law to use this land as collateral for mortgages. It has been argued that there is a need to 

1rmonize the Mortgage Decree 1974 with the Land Act 1998 to bring greater security to the practice of mort-

1ging land held under customary law. 100 1l1is also needs to be seen in the context of the weaknesses surround. 

tg the implementation of the Land Act 1998 discussed earlier. Land ownership and associated rights .The 

Jmmon law definition of land also includes that which attaches to it: the fixtures. There have been a number 

'cases which have sought to establish whether a person who builds structures or carried out on improvements 

1 another person's land has any right to compensation from the original owner. The Ugandan High Court has 

1led in two cases that such a right exists. 

t Babiruga v Karegyesa and others the court based this ruling on the fact that the original owner had been 

vare that other people (his children in this case) had constructed a number of houses on his land, without his 

~press permission. The Court ruled that, since he had acquiesced in this construction he had conceded their 

ght to be on the land, which could only be terminated subject to him paying them compensation for the value 

'the houses. 101 In MusokeBafirawala vJ oggathe High Court ordered that a landowner pay compensation to 

>meone who had been originally appointed as a caretaker to mind the land in his absence. 

1e owner went to live abroad, in 1960, while the caretaker managed the estate, collected rents and forwarded 

1ese on to the owner. After some years the caretaker abandoned this role and instead assumed ownership of 

1e land himself. 

nze kampala Cotton Co ltd v PrivinlalMagdfwwmiCC No 485 of 1952, High Court Digest, p.Sll. 27 

'The kmnpaln Coflon Co ltd v Privinla/Mugdlwwmi CC No 485 of 1952, H(~h Court Digest, p.Sll. 27 
The kampala Cotton Co ltd v Privinla/MogdhawmiCC No 485 of 1952, High Court Digest, p.Sll. 27 
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Ie carried out various improvements, including the construction of buildings on the• land. The original owner 

eturned to Uganda 10 years later and sought to regain possession of his land. The Court awarded it to him but 

pecified that he must compensate his former caretaker for the improvements, even though the original owner 

oes not seem to have been aware that these had been carried out. There is a continuing debate about whether 

r not a tenant or leaseholder has the right to remove fixtures installed during his or her occupation of land 

ecome the property of the owner. A 'fixture' is defined as something which has been attached to the land with 

1e intention of making a permanent improvement to, it. A notice board screwed to a wall, electricity cables 

nbedded into plaster or a rainwater tank held in place by concrete would all count as fixtures. It is generally 

:cepted that 'trade fixtures,ornamental fixtures' and 'fixtures for household purposes' are treated as 'tenant 

(tures' and may be removed. 

owever, fixtures attached for agricultural purposes, such as: fences or sheds become the property of the owner 

·the land. 102 A tenant must remove any fixtures to which he or she is entitled from the land before the expiry 

·the lease and must compensate the owner of the land for any damage caused during this process. TI1e right of 

mership of!and is also commonly understood to include what is immediately above and below the surface. 

It has been established that this only extends to a height or depth which an owner might conceivably use. 

~anda's Mining Act (cap 248) specifically excludes the right to ownership of any minerals that might be found 

neath the land. It states that the entire property and control of all minerals and mineral oils in, under or upon 

y lands or waters in Uganda are and shall be vested in the Government. 104 

l Conclusion And Recommendations 

s widely assumed that customary law will be able to cope with the challenges of dealing with land crisis. 

e argument that 'people know where their land is' often gets made by both Ugandan politicians and many 

ernational aid workers. It is also supported by many displaced people themselves and is cited as a reason 

not attempting to address the legal vacuum caused by the collapse of most official institutions dealing with 

d management in Uganda. However, a closer study of how customary law is currently coping with the ad-

1istration of land tenure leads to less reassuring conclusions and suggests, at the very least, that this issue 

uld benefit from further research. As one report has noted: Very little has ever been written on land and 

tveyance ofland in particular which is somewhat surprising since land is by far the most important asset. 

:a! rules governing it have never been written down and they are constantly changing and adapting to new 

1e kuwpala Cotton Co ltd v PrivinlalMagdhavani CC No 485 of 1952, High Court Digest, p.Sll. 27 
re kampt~la Co/lOll Co ltd v PrivinlalMagdhavani CC No 485 of 1952, I-li,~h Court Digest, p.Sll. 27 
re kampaln Cotton Co ltd v Privin{a/Magdhavani CC No 485 of 1952, High Court D(~est, p.Sll. 27 
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:ircumstances. During the research, no single source was able to give a comprehensive overview of the current 

ules regarding conveyance of land, and different people gave sometimes quite different stories. It is widely 

.ccepted that there is a low level of awareness of the current statutory laws surrounding land tenure and a need 

or education campaigns to inform people of their rights. 
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